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Learn More About

Cash Balance Plans



Cash Balance Plans are a type of qualified retirement plan that can allow business owners and highly 
compensated employees (HCEs) to accelerate savings and maximize tax deductions. With the right 
demographics, contributions between $100,000 and $250,000 for owners or HCEs can be made. All contributions 
are fully deductible to the business for federal income tax purposes. Cash Balance Plans work best when 
combined with a 401(k) Plan. This provides for flexibility to the employees and employer in funding contributions, 
yet allows for maximum contributions. 

What is a Cash Balance Plan? 

Is Cash Balance Right for Me?
Cash Balance Plans can be a fit for any company and are popular with professional firms like doctors, lawyers, 
and others who have the ability and desire to save more than is allowed under traditional plan arrangements and 
who have the steady income to comfortably make required contributions each year to this type of plan.
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401(k) Deferral

Profit Sharing

Cash Balance

Seek Large 
Contributions

You seek contributions 
and tax deductions 

>$56k

Profitable 
Business

Your business has 
strong profits and 
reliable cash flow

Prepared to  
Contribute

 You are prepared to 
contribute at least 5% -  

7.5% of employees’ 
salaries annually

Time to  
Catch Up

  You have used cash to 
build your business and 
postponed retirement 

savings



Cash Balance Plans are unique in how they work and how they are structured. Cash Balance Plans are a 
type of Defined Benefit Plan, but they offer some of the best features of Defined Benefit Plans and Defined 
Contribution Plans. 

How Do Cash Balance Plans Work?

Hypothetical Account

Participants have a hypothetical “account” that is 
credited with a pay credit (a percent of pay or flat 
dollar amount) and an interest credit (index-based).

Retirement Benefits

Are expressed in the form of a lump sum to 
participants and are easily portable to another 
group retirement plan or an IRA at retirement.

Combo Plans

 A Cash Balance Plan can be paired with a 401(k) 
Plan to allow for even higher savings.

Federal Guarantee

Benefits are usually insured by the Pension Benefit 
Guaranty Corporation (PBGC).

Cash Balance Resources
JULY has a strong actuarial team focusing exclusively on custom-tailored Cash Balance solutions and support 
of the unique needs of our clients. In addition, we offer a variety of online educational support on this topic. For 
more specific information and support, please contact your JULY Regional Sales Director.

Educational Sitelet
Find a wealth of information on Cash Balance Plans 
at julyservices.com/plan-types/cash-balance

Estimate Calculator
  Allows owner-only businesses to explore 
various Cash Balance + 401(k) scenarios 



Cash Balance in Action
JULY’s actuarial team provides no-cost, custom-tailored illustrations for you to visualize how a Cash Balance 
Plan may benefit you. Following is one example of how a Cash Balance Plan played out for two company owners 
contributing the maximum amounts to their 401(k) and Cash Balance Plans.
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Two Owners Contributing Maximum in Both Plans

Profit Sharing

Cash Balance

This is a hypothetical example dependent on specific assumptions and used for illustrative purposes only. Plan is assumed to have PBGC coverage, 
otherwise  combined plan limits may apply. Full amounts may not be deductible  in the first plan year.


